
 John     Watson     School     Newsletter 
 21st     July     2022 

 Contact     Details:  01865     452725      www.johnwatsonschool.org 
 office@johnwatsonschool.org  ,  secondary@johnwatsonschool.org 

 Dear     Parents/Carers, 

 After     the     unexpected     extreme     heat     conditions     we     have     all     had 
 to     put     up     with     in     recent     days     it     has     been     a     relief     to     see     children 
 and     staff     looking     more     comfortable     as     the     temperature     has 
 dropped     to     more     normal     conditions. 

 Sadly     we     say     farewell     to     some     teaching     staff     this     term.     I     hope 
 you     will     join     me     in     thanking     Jennnie,     Natalie,     Irina,     Grace     and 
 Ria     for     the     sterling     work     they     have     done     for     John     Watson     as     we 
 wish     them     well     in     their     varied     career     paths,     both     locally     and 
 abroad. 

 We     welcome     Eva,     Helen     and     Chloe     as     new     staff     and     are 
 thankful     to     existing     staff     Clea     and     Hailey     who     will     be     teaching 
 full     time     from     September.     We     also     congratulate     Lois     for     her 
 promotion     to      EY/KS1     lead     and     Matt     for     his     promotion     to 
 KS3/4     Lead.      Trudi     will     be     largely      based     on     Primary     and 
 Karen     largely     based     at     Secondary     from     September. 

 From     September,     after     9     years,     I     shall     be     stepping     down     as 
 (Executive)     Headteacher     for     Wheatley     Nursery     School     .     This 
 will     enable     me     to     focus     solely     on     John     Watson     now     it     has 
 expanded     significantly.     I     am     pleased     to     leave     the     nursery     in     the 
 capable     hands     of     Natalie     Wilson,     as     interim     Executive 
 Headteacher. 

 I     can     finally     announce     that     the     Secondary     extension     is     complete 
 and     ready     for     final     official     handover     next     Tuesday.     It     is     a 
 fantastic     new     space,     and     I     am     sure     that     it     will     have     a     hugely 
 beneficial     impact     for     all     our     secondary     students     from 
 September. 

 Finally     I     wish     you     all     a     wonderfully     relaxing     break     and     hope 
 that     you     and     your     family     stay     healthy     and     safe. 

 Best     Wishes 

 Stephen     Passey 

 Dates     for     the     Diary: 
 ★  Thursday     21st     July     2022  -     last     day     of     term     (early     finish 

 time     of     1.15pm) 
 ★  Friday     2nd     September     2022  -     INSET     day 
 ★  Monday     5th     September     2022  -     INSET     day 
 ★  Tuesday     6th     September     2022  -     pupils     return     to     school 
 ★  Tuesday     4th     October     2022  (subject     to     change)     -     flu 

 immunisations     in     school     for     consented     pupils 

 This     week’s     round     up     from     the     classes… 
 Reception     /     KS1:     Sunflower     Class: 
 It's     been     a     hot     few     weeks     but     we 
 have     been     amazing.     It     is     wonderful     to 
 look     back     and     see     how     far     the 
 children     have     come     in     a     year.     We     are 
 very     proud     as     a     class     team. 
 Last     week     we     used     the     sand     and 
 water     to     link     in     with     our     seaside 
 plans.     We     used     different     funnels     and 
 jugs     in     the     tray     for     capacity     and     wrote 
 in     the     sand     for     English. 

 We     have     used     our 
 spare     clothing     by 
 playing     outdoors     in 
 the     water     trays     and 
 sprinklers     to     keep 
 cool.     This     week     we 
 had     a     mixed     time     as 
 we     were     partially 
 closed     but     we 

 celebrated     each     other's     achievements     and     had     a     celebration 
 bucket     time.     Have     a     lovely     summer     break     and     good     luck     to     all 
 the     Sunflowers     in     their     new     classes     next     year. 
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 KS3/4     Iris     Class 

 Wow!     What     an 
 end     of     term     we 
 had     in     class! 

 As     usual,     we 
 have     been     very 

 busy     putting     into 
 practice     our 
 pupil     voice 
 during     board 
 games     and 
 outside     learning 
 when     it     was 
 possible     and 
 safe. 

 We     focused     on  'Keeping     Us     Safe  '     and     discussed     ways     to 
 keep     us     safe     in     the     kitchen     and     when     using     technology     like 
 iPads,     phones     or     computers.     We     also     talked     about     how 
 important     it     is     to     drink     plenty     of     fluids     like     juice     and     water, 

 especially     when 
 it     is     hot     and 
 other     ways     to 
 keep     us     safe     like 
 hats,     staying     in 
 the     shade     or 
 applying     sun 
 cream     when 
 going     outside. 

 During     our 
 outside     learning,     we     practised     our     maths     skills     by 
 measuring     different     equipment     and     objects,     balanced 
 objects     and     sensory     ingredients     like     rice     using     balance 
 scales,     found     numbers,     or     practised     our     takeaway     skills     with 
 Numicon. 

 We     were     lucky     enough     to     have     the     last     visit     of     Bella,     the 
 therapy     dog,     and     we     asked     questions     about     how     to     keep 
 our     pets     safe     when     it     is     hot!     Wow,     they     need     to     have     plenty 
 of     water     like     us!! 

 KS1:     Snowdrop     Class: 
 We     are     delighted     that     ‘  Under     the     Sea’  h  as     been     our     theme     for 
 this     term,     as     the     hot     weather     allowed     for     lots     of     water 
 activities     in     the     outdoor     play     area     as     well     as     in     class     during     the 
 last     fortnight.     We     have     learnt     about     sea     creatures     and     that     if     a 
 water     stream     is     strong     enough,     it     can     squirt     cans     off     a     wooden 
 box.     We     built     lovely     sandcastles 
 with     all     sorts     of     containers. 
 We     made     a     large     mural     with     blue 
 paper     and     glued     sand     onto     it     so 
 our     very     cute     crabs     had     a     beach     to 
 run     around     on.     We     also     made 

 delightful 
 paper 
 plate     fish 
 in     art. 

 In     Maths, 
 we 
 experimented     with     all     sorts     of     ways 
 to     feed     the     very     hungry     shark.     We 
 counted     plastic     fish     after     checking 
 what     the     paper     fish     said     as     to     how 
 many 
 fish     we 

 should     feed     the     shark.     We     also 
 had     to     feed     the     paper     fish 
 playdough     balls,     to     the     number 
 that     was     on     it.     We     sequenced     our 
 numbers     by     starting     with     fish 
 number     1     and     finished     with     fish 
 number     10. 

 Our     communication     skills     have 
 improved     this     year.     Reading     visual 
 cards/PECS     and     SCERTS     are 
 coming     along     so     well.     We     are     now 
 using     it     in     our     everyday     activities 
 such     as     taking     off     our     shoes     for     PE 
 and     then     putting     them     on     again 
 after,     before     we     start     snack     time. 
 We     also     use     it     to     request     a     toilet 
 break,     to     say     what     the     day     is     or 
 what     the     weather     is     like     and     to 
 choose     what     we     want     from     the 

 snacks     table     or     what     activities     we     are     doing. 

 We     have     now     completed     the 
 Ten     Project     tennis     lessons  and 
 those     in     our     class     who 
 participated     cannot     wait     to 
 receive     their     tennis     rackets     to 
 take     home     just     in     time     for     the 
 long     summer     holiday. 



 KS3/4     Iris     Class 
 We     followed 
 instructions     and 
 measured 
 ingredients     to 
 make     cheese 
 scones.     They     were 

 delicious!     As 
 usual,     we 
 couldn't     wait     to 
 eat     them     at     the 
 end     of     the     day, 
 so     we     had     them 
 as     pudding     after 
 lunch! 

 KS3/4     Cosmos     Class 
 We     have     been     enjoying     a     variety     of     activities     such     as 
 planning     a     picnic,     baking     cheese     straws     and     communication 
 games.     We     have     been     keeping     cool     in     the     heat     with     lots     of 
 relaxing     activities     such     as     Yoga     and     art.     We     created     some 
 lovely     chalk     pictures. 

 KS1:     Sweet     Pea     Class: 
 It     has     been     very     hot     over     the     last     few     weeks.     We     have     taken 
 the     opportunity     to     use     the     cooler     parts     of     the     garden     and 
 engage     in     lots     of     water     play.      We     have     had     games     involving 
 water     where     we     aimed     the     hose     at     tin     cans     and     knocked     them 
 off     a     shelf     as     well     as     exploring     cause     and     effect     with     the 
 sprinkler. 

 We     have     continued     to     do     cooking     and     food     exploration 
 sessions.      This     week     we     focused     on     making     sandwiches,     using 
 symbols     to     choose     what     toppings     we     wanted.      We     then 
 practised     using     safety     knives     to     spread     and     cut. 

 We     have     continued     our     Under     the     Sea     theme     and     looked     at     a 
 new     sensory     story     named     a     Hole     in     the     Bottom     of     the     Sea. 
 This     influenced     our     bucket     time     and     art     and     craft     activities. 

 It     has     been     a     great     year     in     Sweet     Pea     class     and     I     hope     you     all 
 have     a     lovely     summer     holiday! 



 KS3:     Ivy     Class: 
 What     a     lovely 
 end     to     the 
 term! 
 We     have     really 
 enjoyed     Bella 
 the     therapy     dog 
 coming     to     visit. 

 We     have 
 continued     to 
 spend     time     outdoors     using     the     Go     Karts     and     using     our     great 
 outdoor     equipment     including     the     whiteboard     for     mark 
 making. 

 Over     the     last     few     weeks     during     our 
 cooking     sessions     we     have     made 
 pizzas,     cheese     scones     and     rice 
 crispy 
 cakes.     We 
 have     all 
 used     our 
 measuring 
 skills     to 

 weigh     out     ingredients. 

 Where 
 possible     we 

 have     taken 
 learning     outside. 
 We     have     used 
 white     and     black 
 boards     to     work     on 
 mark     making, 
 reading     and 
 writing     and     Maths. 

 KS1/KS2:     Snapdragon     Class: 
 Over     the     past     few     weeks     we     have     continued     with     our     ‘Under 

 the     Sea’     theme.     Last     week     we     looked     at     ‘lots     of     legs’.      We 

 made     jellyfish     using     various     fruits     and     rice     noodles,     which 

 focused     on     our     fine     motor     skills.      We     have     also     had     ‘shark 

 week’     focusing     on     themed     activities     such     as     Pitta     Shark     pizzas 

 and     teeth     brushing,     as     well     as     number     work,     counting     and 

 feeding     various     foods     to     sharks. 

 The     children     have     coped     well     with     the     rising     temperatures 

 and     have     enjoyed     lots     of     water     play,     using     tools     such     as 

 buckets,     containers     and     pipes     that     have     allowed     the     children 

 to     splash,     scoop,     pour,     submerge     and     explore     their     senses. 

 We’ve     used     water     play     to     measure,     compare     volumes     and 

 observe     motion.      The     children     have     also     developed     crucial 

 social     skills     like     cooperation     and     sharing. 



 KS4/Sixth     Form:     Clover     Class: 
 We’ve     had     a     busy     few     weeks,     continuing     with     our     life     skills 
 and     using     our     knowledge     to     help     us     understand     bus 
 timetables     and     recipes.     We     spent     an     afternoon     perfecting 
 our     skills     to     put     on     pillowcases     and     duvet     covers.     Everyone 
 mastered     this     quickly! 

 In     English,     we’ve     used     the     interactive     whiteboard     to 
 practice     our     phonics     as     well     as     creating     sentences     using 
 colourful     semantics. 

 In     Maths,     we’ve     been     using     our     skills     in     cooking     to     make 
 some     wonderful     creations.     The     students     chose     some     of 
 their     favourite     recipes     to     make.     We     made     New     York 
 Cheesecake,     pizzas     and     tacos.     All     the     students     participated 
 in     weighing     and     mixing     the     ingredients.     It     was     a     great 
 success! 

 KS2:     Lotus     Class: 

 In     class     we     have     continued     working     on     our     theme     “Favourite 
 Authors''     and     we     read     and     learned     about     “The     Singing 
 Mermaid”.     Children     took     part     in     activities     including,     cooking, 
 English,     Maths     and     Attention     groups. 
 In     cooking     we     made     mermaid     ice-cream,     which     our     class 
 loved     to     try.     We     also     made     jammy     snails. 

 In     our     attention     group     children     focused     on     ocean     related 
 items,     observed     a     “sea     wave”     activity,     took     turns     in     “walking 
 on     the     beach”     and     created      a     sea     collage. 

 The     children     also 
 engaged     in     lots     of     outdoor     activities, 
 including     water     and     sand     play,     music, 
 go     karts,     art,     beanbag     and     basketball 
 games. 

 Well     done     to     all     of     the 
 Lotus     Class     children! 

 Enjoy     your     summer 
 holiday! 



 Clover     Class 

 We     also     had     lessons     outside, 
 making     the      most     of     our 
 whiteboards     and     shaded     area. 
 The     students     worked     on     halving 
 and     doubling     recipes     as     well 
 copying     patterns     with     multilink 
 cubes. 

 Bella     the     Pet     Therapy     Dog     also     visited,     which     all     the 
 students     enjoyed. 

 KS2:     Lupin     Class: 
 We     have     continued     to 
 share     our     favourite     books. 
 Last     week     we     read  Tiddler  , 
 by     Julia     Donaldson,     the 
 story     of     a     little     fish     who 
 tells     big     stories!      It     gave     us 
 the     chance     to     continue 
 from     our     work     on     the 
 Singing     Mermaid     to 
 explore     an     under     the     sea 
 world.      We     made     collage 
 Sea     Scenes.      Children     used 
 their     cutting     skills     to     cut     out      their     choice     of     sea     creatures     to 
 make     their     own     under     the     sea     scene. 

 The     class     has     really     enjoyed     learning     how     to     complete     jigsaw 
 puzzles     this     term.      But     the     real     benefit     has     been     learning     how 
 to     work     together     as     a     team     to     get     a     big     puzzle     completed,     and 
 learning     how     to     celebrate     this     together! 

 We     have     also     continued     with     our 
 regular     book     reading.      Children     can 
 share     a     chosen     book     with     an     adult, 
 have     it     read     to     them,     or     read     it     to     an 
 adult.      We     all     enjoy     these     sessions! 

 We     have     also     enjoyed     extending     our 
 cooking     skills.     Over     the     year     we     have 

 made     victoria     sponges,     curry,     stir     fry,     and     ice     cream.      We 
 ended     our     cooking     year     with     a     simple,     fun     recipe     -     jammy     sea 
 snails!     We     enjoyed     making     them     nearly     as     much     as     we     did 
 eating     them! 

 I     do     hope     the     children 
 continue     with     their 
 cooking     adventures     over 
 the     holidays!     Have     a     good 
 break     and     I     look     forward 
 to     seeing     them     all     back     in 
 September.     Happy 
 holidays! 



 Sixth  Form:     Elderflower     Class: 
 Well     done     to     everyone     in     the     Sixth     form,     all     students     have 
 worked     very     hard     completing     their     Asdan     coursework. 
 Every     Personal     Progress     unit     submitted     passed     moderation. 

 We     say     goodbye     to     five     students     from     Elderflower     who     are 
 leaving     school     in     July.     We     wish     them     all     the     best     in     their 
 new     settings. 

 In     the     last     two     weeks     we     have     been     busy     watering     our 
 herbs,     practising     making     cold     drinks,     having     fun     completing 
 art     linked     to     the     seaside     and     learning     about     the     importance 
 of     sorting     laundry     before     putting     it     into     the     washing 
 machine. 

 Students     have     been 
 practising     using     an  apple 
 corer     and     chopping     fruit  into 
 small     chunks     for     their     fruit     salads. 

 During     community     visits 
 students     practised     crossing 
 the     road     and     speaking     clearly 
 to     the     shop     assistants     in     the 
 bakery. 

 KS2:     Lavender     Class: 

 It     has     been     a     busy     few     weeks     in     class,     we     have     enjoyed     the 
 hot     weather     and     have     enjoyed     being     playing     in     the     paddling 
 pools. 

 Even     though     it     has     been     so     hot     we     have     still     been     working 
 hard     on     our     targets.      We     have     really     enjoyed     working     on     our 
 maths     targets     and     have     been     exploring     different     ways     of 
 making     number     bonds     to     10. 

 We     have     also     been     working 
 hard     on     our     mark     making 
 targets     and     have     enjoyed 
 exploring     the     sand. 



 Elderflower     Class 

 We     have     been     learning     about     which     items     are     found     in     a 
 first     aid     kit     and     matching     each     item     with     the     symbol. 

 Students     used     gluten     free     pizza     bases     to     make     cheese     and 
 tomato     pizzas. 

 KS2:     Lilac     Class 
 It’s     been      a     very 
 hot     couple     of 
 weeks     in     class. 
 We     have 
 continued     to 
 work     on     our 
 individual     targets 
 as     well     as 
 developing 
 pupils'     wellbeing 
 to     cope     with     the     heat.     Pupils     have     worked     on     their     maths 
 targets     of     number     bonds     and     addition     numbers     to     include     2 
 digit     numbers. 

 We     have     continued     with     our     weekly     cooking     lessons     making 
 jam     snails-     developing     fine     motor     skills     spreading     the     jam 
 onto     puff     pastry     and     rolling     it     into     the     shape     of     a     snail. 

 We     have     also 
 enjoyed     class 
 team     games 
 inside     to     avoid 
 physical 
 exertion     by 
 playing     a     team 
 game     of     boccia 
 to     support     hand 
 eye 

 coordination     and     target     throwing. 
 Pupils     thoroughly     enjoyed     competing     against     each     other     to 
 try     to     get     the     boccia     ball     closest     to     the     white     ball. 

 We     also     enjoyed     some     meditation     time     developing     our     yoga 
 skills,     adapted     for     some     to     complete     on      a     chair. 

 Five     members     of     our     class     are     moving     up     to     our     Secondary 
 Department     where     we     know     they     will     continue     to     thrive! 


